
 

 

Member-Hosted Meeting Program 
A unique benefit valuable to current CII member organizations is the opportunity to submit proposals to 
host their own meeting or event during specific times in our spring and fall conference programs. These 
events take place during CII conferences but do not conflict with any plenary sessions. Member-hosted 
meetings are supported in CII conference materials online, in-print and on the conference mobile app.  
These meetings typically draw anywhere from 40-100 attendees, depending on the subject and the 
host’s efforts in publicizing the event. On occasion these events draw more turnout than the CII hosted 
breakout sessions.  

How does it work?  
The hosting organization typically arranges and moderates a panel, with one of the panelists being a 
host representative. But in some cases, the host simply gives a presentation or some organizations have 
organized networking events or meet and greets during their member-hosted meeting times. Historically, 
the most successful events cover current topics of importance to investors and include a range of 
speakers and opinions. Typically there is a Q&A at these events, which is strongly encouraged by CII. 

The organization and content presented in these meetings are the sole responsibility of the hosting 
organization and are not expressly endorsed by CII nor are these topics indicative of CII’s member-
approved corporate governance policies or policies on other issues. Member-hosted meetings are not 
sponsorships and becoming a conference sponsor does not automatically grant an organization the 
right to host their own meeting.  

What does it cost? 
CII charges a minimal fee for the use of the hotel space, use of the CII meeting planner and other 
administrative costs only. Cost for the space for a member-hosted meeting varies by location but has 
ranged from $1,000- $5,000 historically. Organizations who wish to add on food and beverage or audio 
visual needs must pay for those costs separately as determined by the conference hotel.  

How do I apply to be a hosting organization?  
Proposals must meet the following minimum criteria to be considered:   

• Thematic (i.e. not specific to one company, unless that company raises broader, market-level 
concerns)  

• Addresses a broad issue of interest to investors  
• Does not focus primarily on building business for the author or presenting organization  
• Must be open to all conference attendees.  

 

How does CII select hosts?  
CII staff communicates the open period for members to submit member-hosted meeting proposals 
approximately 4-5 months prior to the conference. Members must return the meeting request form and 



any supporting documentation by the deadline required. The number of meeting requests typically 
exceeds the number of meeting rooms available at the conference hotel so staff makes every effort to be 
fair and impartial with granting requests based on the following criteria:  

• First preference is given to CII’s voting members and organizations who have never hosted 
previously 

• Meeting content cannot overlap CII plenary sessions 
• Multiple requests for the same content will not be granted 
• Space is awarded to proposals with the most engaging content that adds value to the overall 

success of the conference.  

For more information or questions on our member-hosted meeting program, please contact Melissa 
Fader at Melissa@cii.org or call 202.822.0800. 
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